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(1) lntroductory
The remarkable advances which

have been made in recent years in the
development of electric discharge
lamps have tended to overshadow, at
least as far as the published literature
is concerned, developments of equal
note in the field of incandescent tung-
sten filament lamps. This is unfortu-
nate, as the electric discharge lamp
is supplementary to and is not likeiy
to supplant the incandescent lamp.
Nowhere is this more true than in
regard to the class of lamps which
form the subject of the present paper
and which, because they are designed
primarily for use with optical pro-
jection systems, may be termed
bright iight sources.

In the initial stages of the evolution
of the electric lamp it was only to be
expected that the dominating influ-
ence should be concern for the
means by which the light was pro-
duced, rather than with the form of
the source and the relation of that
form to the duty which th,e lamp was
required to perform. Thus among
early lamps the carbon arc was in-
herently a smail light source of
approximately spherical form, while
the first tungsten filament lamp con-
sisted of a long thin wire incandescing
within an exhausted glass bulb. En-
lirelv diflerent in character and in
physical size were the first discharge
Iamps, such as those due to Moore
and Cooper Hewitt, where light was
emitted at low brightness from glass
itubes sevelal feet in length. In each
case the means by which the light was
produced governed the adaptability of
the source and limited its field of use-
fulness. Gradually, however, it was
found possible to exercise an increas-
ing measure of control over the func-
tional aspects of lamp design and
without sacrifice of essential features
to relate the size, shape, and bright-
ness of the source to the purpose for
which it was intended. At the pre-
sent time, therefore, and to some ex-
tent for the above reasons there is a
large variety of lamps of both the
incandescent filament and the electric
discharge types which have been speci-
fically designed as bright light sources
and in the design of which some of
the earlier restrictions on the shape
and size of the source have been
Iargely overcome.

(2) Requirements for a Light Source
Ideally a lamp should be designed

specifically for the fulfilment of its

required functions. While this may
appear an obvious truism, experience
shows that design requirements for
the lamp itself frequently conflict
with those of the purpose for which
the lamp is intended. For some
applications the characteristics con-
sidered most essential may be debat-
able, but certain principles have been
established both theoretically and by
experience which have acted in recent
years as determining factors in the
developrnent of lamps for particular
purposes. It has been shown, for
exam.ple, that there are advantages in
using sources of large area and low
brightness for general illumination
purposes, and that the tubular fluo-
rescent lamp fulfils these require-
ments in an admirable rnanner. In a
somewhat different category fall the
requirements for street lighting where
some degree'of optical projection ap-
pears necessary as economic considera-
tions demand the illumination of large
areas from comparatively few points.
To this end sources of high light out-
put and fairly high brightness such
as the high-pressure mercury vapour
lamp appear desirable, at least for
many of the lanterns which were in
use in the immediate pre-war years.

In a third category come lamps

(3) Tungsten Filament Proiector
LamPs

With the highest melting Point
(c. 3,655 deg. K) of any metal, tungsten
has proved to be a unique material
for pr'oducing filaments for electric
lamps. In the smallest lamps thc
gloriing wire may be no more than
0.01 mm. in diameter, while a 100-
amoere oroiector lamp requires wire
nearly 200 

- times thi-s size. In ali
cases. however, the tungsten filament
must be so constituted and construc-
ted that it maintains its designed
fcrm during the life of the iamp.
While this is a useful characteristic
in any electric lamp it is an essential
one ih the case of a projector lamp,
where the filament may be arranged
in a very compact form, and where
its various convolutions may be
closely adjacent. Progress in thq
metallurgy of tungsten has resulted
in the production of tungsten wire of
such stability that after it has re-
ceived appropriate heat treatment a
single coil 200 mm. long containing
2 metres of wire will show negiigible
sag throughout a life of at least 200
hours while operating at 3,000 deg. K,
although the distance between
adjacent filament supports may be as
much as. 15 to 20 mm. (See Figure 1.)
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Fig. l.
230 - volt,
2000 - watt
horizon lamp.

designed specifically for use with opti-
cal projection systems where, in gene-
ral, sources of small size and the high-
est possible brightness are required.

The developments which have taken
place in this field are perhaps not so
generally well known. They include
improvements in tungsten filament
projectors of established design, the
production of novel designs of higher
brightness, and the introduction of
highty specialised lamps employing
groups of fiIaments closely associated
together. In the field of electric dis-
charge lamps progress has been
equally marked, and the high bright-
ness high-pressure mercury lamp is
now proving of value for a variety of
projection purposes.

F I LAMENT

In order to study various designs of
high brightness tungsten filament
projector lamps in more detail it is
proposed to subdivide this section
under a number of headings as
follows:-
(A) General Considerations and Char-

acteristics of Tungsten Filaments
in Vacuo and in Gas.

(B) Lamps Employing Single Wound
Helices.

(C) Lamps Empioying Double Wound
Helices.

(D) Multi-Filament Lamps.
(E) Symmetrical Sources.

In each case cine or two typical
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examples wiII be selected. to illustrate
the various factors under discussion.
(A) Gennnm Coltsrpenetroxs AND
Cnenacrpnrsrrcs oF Tur.rcsrnn Frr,e-

MENrs nr Vecuo axo rN Ges.
The properties of straight tungsten

wire operating in vacuo form the sub-
ject of an exhaustive study by Jones
and Langmuir published in the G.E.
Reuiew, 1927. 30, 310. It was shown
for wires of a length sufficient to
have their characteristics unaltered by
the cooling effects of the electrodes or
supports that:-

Efficiency varies as (volts) 1'87

Current varies as (volts) 0'64

for temperatures around 2,500 deg. K.
The extent to which these conclu-

sions may be influenced by the cooling
effect of the surrounding gas and of
the electrodes is indicated by the foi-
lowing experiments. A tungsten fila-
ment 1 mm. in diameter and 30 mm.
long was mounted axially within a
tubular glass bulb 64 mm. in dia-
meter. It was carried by electrodes
consisting of. 2.5 mm. in diameter
nickel wire. The bulb was ex,hausted
and the fi.lament and electrodes were
degassed and processed in the known
manner. The exhaust stem was sealed
off and the lamp after capping was
aged for several hours to stabilise the
filament. A series of measurements
of luminous output and filament
brightness were then carried out, with
the results shown in Table I.

temperature, rises steeply from each
electrode to a point about the centre
of the fiIameni. In the case of the
vacuum lamp the peak brightness
coincides with the mld-point between
the electrodes, but in the case of the
gas-filled lamp the mid-point is some-
what below The zone bf maximum
brightness due to the effect of convec-
tion currents. These high temperature
conve,ction currents along a sheath
surrounding the filament ieduce the
energy-losses from the upper regions
of the fiIament as compaied with the
lower regions, and therefore the zone
of maximum temperature is shifted
sliehtly in an upward direction.

The data given ,above show the
efiect of end cooling on a straight
tungsten filament. A similar effect is
produced, although generally to a
less extent at each point at which a
filament support is introduc-ed. The
cooling effect is produced whether the
filament is in the form of a straight
wire or in the f,orm 'a coil. It will,
therefore, be appreciated that the
effect of introducing supports, which
are essential in all but certa'in trow-
voltage lamps for maintaining the
location and rigidity of the filament,

Fis. 3.

is to increase the temperature
gradients along the fil,ament length
and so to increase -the maximum
temperature of the filament ,operating
at some specified over'all efficiency.
We therefbre reach the conclusion
that anything which favours a reduc-
tion in the number of points at which
it is necesiary to suppott the filament
is advantageous, as is .also-any feature
of design which acts in the direction

ment, i.e., at the position of maximum
brishtn6ss. Due to the increased
ene"rgy losses the efficiency and bright-
ness of the fiIament for the same input
voltage are less in the case of the gas-
filled-lamp than in the case where the
same fiIament is operating in vacuo.
The presence of the gas, however,
reduc-es the rate at which tungsten
evaporates from the filament, and
theiefore makes allowable a higher
filament temperature for a given life.
It was showh .by Langmuir that by
coiling the filament and so reducing
the effective area exposed to gas con-
vection and conduction losses the gain
,in.allowable temperature can be made
to more than offset the gas losses, and
hence for a given life a gas-filled coiled
filament lamp may be operated at a
higher efficiency than would be pos-
sible with the same filament operat-
ing in vacuo.. It will be appreciated
that the'Iife of the fi.Iament, which is
governed by the rate at which evapor-
ation occurs, is a function of its maxi-
mum temperature, while the efficiency
of the lamp is a function of the
average tempeiature of the filament.
It is, therefore, important in the de-
sign of any lamp, and particularly in
the design of a lamp having a cgm-
paratively short, thick fiIament, such as
a low voltage projector lamp, to in-
vestigate the brightness distribution
and ,hence the temperature gradients
along the filament length. Typical
data determined for the . special
straight wire lamps mentioned above
are given graphically in Figure 3.

It will be seen that the filament
brightness and, therefore, the filament
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Yolts.

t.76
2.O
2.25
2.6

AmFs. Lmm.
Em-

cietrcy.
g,iw)

Oeutre
Bright-

trss
Stilbs.

Tempu.
eture

Deg, K.

31.4
33.9
36.3
38.8

I28
236
398
650

2.33
3:48
4.86

" 6.7

tt2
195
325
484,

2310
2430
2560.
2670

An identical lamp wa$ then con-
structed, but after the exhaust p ocess
pure nitrogen was introduced into the
bulb at a pressure of 600 mm. After
a Suitable ageing treatment the char-
acteristics of the filament operating
in the inert gas were determined
exactly as above (see Table II.).

TABLE II.
Cgenecrpnrsucs or rgri SAME TuNcsrEN
tr'rrlrvrnNr Ornnerrrle ru 600 rurr. Pnnssunn

or Nrrnocnx

TABLE I.
Cre-nl'crnnrsrrcg or. a Srne'resr TuxesrnN

Frr,enrnwr Openerrxe rrq Vecuo,
Approximate Filament Dimoneions

30mm, X 1mm.
I

A

a - lN vAcuo IB- ll{ GAS t Ar 2.25V.

Amps.
Bm-

ciency
(L/lv)

nesg
Stilbs,

Yolts.

1.75
2.O
q oR

2.6
2.75
3.0
3.25

34.4
36.6
39.0
4r.2
43. I
45.3
47.1

76
r62
276
460
700

1025
1370

1.26
2.08
3.13
4.47
5.9
7.54
8.97

2330
2475
2590
2690
2790
2886

oc
122
oto
363
525
735
969

Temper-
ature

K.

Not only were the values of the



kept to a minimum.. Other factors
which influence filament temper,ature
gradients will be mentioned in a later
section.
(B) LeupS EMPLoYTNG STNGLE wouND
. IIELICES.

(i) Lomps wrth stratght stngle coiled
Jilaments:
,Certain types of tungsten wire coils

will, after a suitable heat treatment,
develop a single crystal stn-lcture.
The conditions necessary to bring
about this desirable result have been
studied for many years,,and improve-
ments in the pr,opertiesand behaviour
of tungsten coils,under high temperq-
ture condition$ are still being effected.
All such imprbvements whi'ch act in
the direction of reducing the liabi'lity
of filaments to distort or sag under
gravity have an influence on the
design of projector lamps. It wiII
have been noted from the pre-
vious section that the minimurn DUm'

nrent brightness for these lamps is
given in .column 8, Table IIL IT
f,oll,ows, for the reasons given in
section L, that a zone of maximum
filamer,b temperature. and therefore of
maximum filament 'brightness will

electrocies carryinA the ffiament. lts
p'urpose rs to nord the hlament coil
irgro against sag under gravtty and
agarnsl oistortron oue to chance
snocks or vrbrattoo. besides furfirrrng
thrs necessary tunctron, however, lt
has the etlect of cooltng the firament
at and about the pornt of contact, and
theret,ore increases the proportion of
energy used in non-l1ght procr.r'crng
plocesses.

Before leaving the subject of
strarght helix lamps, there are two
furtner points ot general interest.
Both are related to tne temperarure
gradients whrch result from tne cool-
ing effect of ffie electrode. .F or cerrarn
purposes electric,lamps requrre to be
operated. at a specrned temperature,
say zJbu deg. K or :Z6+6 cteg. I!. raF
ticularly in low-voltage lamps, but to
some extent in aL lamps, it will have
been appreciated from the foregoing
sectton tnat considerable temperature
variations exist along tne lengtn of
the tilament. While a lamp can there-
fore be calibrated to colour-match an-
other source operating at a grven
colour tempe'rature, the energy orstri-
bution can at the best be onry an ap-
proximation to that corresponding
with the desired temperature.

A reduction in these temperature
gradients would result in a more eco-
nomical production of light as a given
maximum temperature (correspond-
ing with a given life) would be
achieved at a higher average efficiency
of the source. Ib enable this desrrable
resur.t to be realised it would be neces-
sary to provide a filament wire which
had.a gradually decreasing diameter
towards the supports or the elec-
trodes, the rate of change of the
diameter being calculated to offset the
cooling effects exactly. Such sugges-
tions hav€ been made, but appear un-
Iikdly of practical achievement.
Another means which suggests itself,
particularly in the case of gas-filled
Iamps, would be to continuously vary
the pitch of the filament helix between
each support, using a closer' wound
coil near the supports than at the
middle of the fiIament. In this way
the relative energy losses in the gas
could be made to Compensate at least
to some extent for the conduction
Iosses at the supports. This latter
suggestion may be something more
than.an interesting speculation.
(i,t.) Flat Grid, Ftlament Lamps.

In order of increasing complexity,
the next type of lamp to be considered
is the flat grrid projector, in which a

, single coil of wire is bent into a mono-
planar grid. This is illustrated in
Figure 5.

An interesting feature in the de-
sisn of this classbf lamp is the method
us"ed to support the filament. In order
to reduce thermal losses the filament
coil is nroduced with -a number of
equidistlant spaces about which the

Fig. 4. 8-volt, 32-watt exciter lamp..

TABLE III..
ExcrrER Lllrps.

ber of supports is desir.able in 'any
lamp. andl iherefore, if the length of
a self-supporting section of a filamen!
coil can b-e increased by an improved
technique this fact can be made use of
to deciease the number of fiIament
supports for .a given length of wire.
As a measure of the present position,
and in respect to a type of tungsten
wire which develops a single crystal
structure and which has ,proved very
effective in ,a wide range of projector
lamp designs, it may be shown that a
single helix carrying 30 amperes at
40 volts does not require any. inter-.
mediate support, even when operatin-g
at an effiCiency of 30 L/W. With
thinner wires a filament carrying
3 amoeres at 30 volts mav be made
self-sirpporting and suffici6ntly rigid
for ordinary purposes when designed
for operation at 30 L/W. The above
exaniples are for fiiaments of suffi-
cient stability to remain substantially
in their original positions relative to
any associated optical axis through-
out the life of the lamp. The simplest
type of projector Iamp therefore con-
sisls of a single helix of tungsten
mounted between rigid electrodes and
in general such lamps are designed
for'voltages up to 24 volts. The
excitor lamp illustr'ated in Figure 4
is a typical example. Data for a range
of lamps are given in Table III.

Lambs of this type are designed
nrimarilv for sound track actuation
in film brojectors, or for other pur-
poses where a high-brightness spot of
Iieht is required. The average fiIa-

occur at the centre of the filament
cblt. For this reason it is found that'
the highest r.ate of evaporation of the
fiIament occurs on the centre turns,
and it is at the mid point that fiIa-
ment failure ultimately occurs. The
current density on the centre turns
therefore increases during life, pro-
ducing an increased centre brightness,
although there may be an overall de-
crease in the horizontal ,candle power
and lumen output. These complex,
but inter-related, phenomena are due
to evaporation from the filament
taking Blace in the preferential
manner described ,above. The thin-
ning of the filament in the ,centre
zone ,and the increased temperature
gradients resulting therefrom pro-
duce an overall increase in filament '
resist-dnce, thereby reducing the lamp
wattagd for a given constant voltage
of operation. The total luminous out-
put from the lamp will also be de-
creased further during life by the
deposition of tungsten from the fila-
rnent on to the bulb walls. It is appar-
ent that the magnitude of these effects
wili be reduced as the total length of
wire in the filament is increased. The
higher the voltage of the lamp the Less
will be the maximum temper,ature of
the fiIament for , a given efficiency.
Beyond a,certain increase in filam6nt
Iength or lamp voltage, ihowever, the
addition of a fiIament support becomes
necessary, and in its simplest form
this support generally consists of a
loop of thin molybdenum or tungsten
wirre placed centr.ally between the

Volts. 'Watts. Amps. Diameter o?erall
length
(m.)(mm.)

8
8.6

l0
l0

34
50
'I tj

4
4
o

.5

25
25
25
25

75
lo
lit
75

L.C.L,
(mm.) Llfo Eourg.

Average
tr'11&ment

Brightn68,

4l
4t

44
44
or 44
ot 44

I00
100
r00
100

1700
1800
I900
2300
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i

l'
1

i
i

25

64
64

r00
200
250
300
500

1000

of this type in such a way that the
area of the filament grid is a minimum
for the particular wattage to be dissi-
pated, this is not an invariable rule.
tr'or certain purposes and types of
optical apparatus there may be a mini-
mum filament area requirement which
is necessary to ensure adequate flash-
ing of the optical system, or to give the
required divergence of a beambf light
from the apparatus. In all cases. how-
ever, it is desirable to design the
individual segments so that the de-
sired area is occupied by the incan-
descent filament in as even a manner
as possible, the object being to reduce
to a rninimum brightness gradients
within the fiIament area.

(i;.2.) Lamps wrth Btplane Filament
Arrangement.
A development of considerable im-

portance was the introduction of the
biplane filament arrangement. The
object of this design was to increase
the average brightness of the filament
by increasing the ratio of incandescent
filament wire to total space occupied.
It was achieved by arranging alternate
segments of the filament coil in
two planes and staggered relative to
each other in such a way that when
the filament is projected the spaces
between adjacent coils in the front
plane are occupied by alternate coils
in the back plane. (See Figure 6.)

The biplane filament therefore

'i
d

I

Front view. Side view.
Fig. 5. Monoplanar grid class Al pro-

iector lamp, I lO-volt, 1000-watt.-

fila-mg4t is bent and supported. The
molybdenum supporting-loops there-
fore engage only the filament wire it-
self and not the coiled po.rtion. Data
for a range of these A1 piojector lamps
is given below, together with average
b.lightnqs5 values-for typical designls.
(See Table IV.)

Yolts. \Yatts. Diameter
(mm.)

OYerall
(mm,)

TABLI' IV.
Al tr'r-a,t Gnro Pno,rocron Lrrnrp.

(mm')

Volts. Watts,

effective use in lamps of relatively
high voltage, for exarnple, lamps dri-
signed for 100-130 or 200-250 volt
mai,nq, it has also been applied in
modified form to comparatively low-
voltage lamps. For example, in cer-
tain -types of low-voltage projectors
the fiIament segments are - arianged
in- three planes in such a way that
when projected the filament segiments
appear to be touching. (See Figure 7.)

Lamps of the biplane type re-quire for their manufacture and
assembly a very high deglee oI
precrsron as well as tungsten coilsof considerable stability. Obvi-
ously, if the design were iuch that

Fis. 6. Biplanar filament, llO-volt,
500-watt.

Front view. Side view.
Fig. 7. 3l.volt, 400 watt projector lamp.

L.C.L,

100-
Il5
and
200-
250

The values of brightness given in
columns 7 and 8 are considerably
lower than those quoted for the
exciter lamps, and this follows for two
reasons:-
(a) The designed efficiency for a given

life is in many cases lower, due to
the smaller current consumption.

(b) The average brightness takes ac-
count not only of the space be-
tween adjacent turns of the
filament helix but also of the
space between the various seg-
ments which make up the filament
grid.

- The average brightness values
therefore depend not oniy on the fila-
ment temperature, but on the ratio of
the projected area of the incandescent
tungsten wire and the space which it
occllpies. , While in many cases it is
useful and desirable to design a lamp

allows of a given wattage to be dissi-
pated in approximately half the fila-
ment area that is generally possible
with monoplane Elament!.' Some
typical brightness values for lamps of
identical - wattage and output are
given in the table below-

TABLE V.

(

l
L

Average Fiiarnent Brightness.
Stilbs.

trfonoplane I Biplane
Filament. I lrilamcnt.

110
220

500
1000

750 I

800 I

2000
r600

While the values given in the table
above are for typical lamp designs
which illustrate the relative average
brightness of monoplane and biplane
lamps of the same butput thev must
not be taken as necessarilv renresent-
ing the practice of ,all lambmakers.

While this principle fin-ds its most

-4-

Life, IIou6.

t25
L25
L25
125
125
230

'15

75
'l ti
75
ID

r20

100
100
r00
100
t00
100

300
500
650
700
750

l00u

t75

400

500
800

200-250Y.5v

Average tr'ilament
Bdghtness.



adjacent fllament segments came into
contact tlhe lamp would fail, due to
arcing and local over-running of the
filament.

(C) Lervips Erupr-ovrNc Dousla WouNp
Hnr,rcrs.

The principal advantage of the
double wound helix or coiled coil
fiIament as used in projector lamps
lies in the fact that such a fiiament
arrangement enables the requisite
amount of tungsten wire to be con-
tained in a smaller space than is con-
veniently possible with a.single wound
helix. The fact aiso that the coiled coil
fllament of certain types of low-volt-
age projector lamps has an approxi-
mately spherical form' leads to the
more effi.cient use of optical systems
employing deep parabolic mirrors.
These desirable results can moreover
be achieved with the minimum of
supports and the maximum simplicity
of construction' . It is of interest to
study a little more closely the effect
of the coiled coil fiIament structure on
temperature and brightness gradients.
In a large single helix of even pitch
the adjacent turns of the fllament lie
parallel to one another through all
parts of a complete convolution: such
temperature gradients as exist there-
fore are due largeiy to the cooling
e$ects of the electrodes and supports.
The inside of each turn is bii-ghter
lhan the outside, but this is due to
internal reflections. When, however,
such a single coil filament is wound on
a secondary mandrel to produce the
coiled coil .tormation, the parallelism
of adjacent turns of the piimary coil
is immediately disturbed. - (See Figure8.) It will be seen from this figure
that at the points of contact of the
primary turns with the secondary
mandrel the convolutions of the pri-
mary coil are nearer together than the
original pitch distance, while on
the outside of the secondary coil the
distance between adjacent turns is
greater than the primary pitch. This
point is significant not only from the
geometrical aspect, which necessitates
a coil design such that the distance
between the nearest point of adjacent
turns is adequate to preclude the pos-
sibility of tuins touching, but beca^use
when the lamp is in operation the

Fie. 9. End vi'ew ol coiled coil filament
la"6pe1ation, showing end cooling efiects

ind eflect o{ internal reflections.

than those parts of the fiiameni coil
which have a greater spacing between
them. (See Figure 9.)

(i) Low Vol,tuge Cotled Coil Projector
Lamps.

Taking account of lhe above con-
siderations it is still found possible
to design the coiled coil fiIament in
such a way that the projected image
of the filament is virtually filled with
the primary coil, as shown in the en-
larged photograph Figure 10, which
shows the filament arrangement and
electrodes of a 24-volt 1,000-watt
lamp. In voltages up to 24 or at higher
voltages in certain special cases the
unsupported coiied coil filament may
be used for projector type lamps from

about 24 watts up to 2,500 watts, and
it is probable that this range could
be extended if the need arose. A
common feature of the whole range
of such lamps is that in general the
ratio of the filament breadth to the
the fiIament'length does not vary by
more than 50 per cent. in either direc-
tion. Data for a series of typical
lamps is given in Table VI.

Due to the concentrated filament
of these low-voltage lamps and the
fact that for many purposes it is de-
sirable to operate them close to con-
densing lenses or mirrors, they are
generally designed to be mounted in
relatively narrow tubular bulbs. In
some cases the filament may even be
offset from the axis of the bulb in
order to incre,ase the angle of em-
b-{ace of an associated optical system.
When lamps of this type are in bpera-
tion the convection cuirents set up in
the gaseous atmosphere within -the
bulb take the form-of a narrow cen-
tr,al stream which carries upwards
tungsten continuously evaporated
from the fiIament. It will haie been
appreciated from an earlier section
that gradual evaporation of tungsten
occurs during the ]ife of the lamp:
it is therefore normal for bulb black-
ening to occur. In a welldesigned
projector lamp account is taken of
this fact and the design is such that
the blackening causes the minimum
obscuration of the bulb surface over
the solid angle subtended bry the opti-cal system employed -therewith.

closest parts of the
tend to operate at
ture and therefore

filament turns will
a higher tempera-
higher brightness

TABLE VI.
Low Vor.raen Corr,no Corl Pno,rncron

La.rtps.

-a.

W
Fig. 10. 24'voh, 1000-watt coiled coil

projector lamp,

-5-

Various devices have been used to
minimise the effect of this evapora-
tion, which by darkening the bulb in
the neighbourhood of the filament
impairs the efficiency of the lamp.
The use of a narrow tubular bulb is
perhaps the most important. as its
effect is to cause condensation of the
tungsten in the form of a black or
dark brown deposit in the upper .re-
gions of the buib. It has been found
that any object which causes a changein direction of the convection
stream will receive a deposit of tung-
sten. A useful development which
prev_ents much of the tungsten from
reaching the bulb at all is the inclu-
sion of a thin disc of nickel at such
a distance above the filament as per-
mits it to operate at a red heat. Such

#
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24
24
24
24
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Fig. 8. Primary coil before and after
bending into coiled coil formation.



a disc will collect during the life of
the lamp a substantial proportion of
the evaporated tungsten. It is a de-
vice of particular value where the
highest possible candle-power main-
tenance is necessary. An interesting
application'of the collector shield
principle was its application to the
so-called horizon lamp shown in
Figure 1. In this case a grid of nickel
gauze is mounted above the line of
the filament to intercept evaporated
tungsten. It therefore acts as a fiIter
although its action cannot be com-
pared with that of a physical filter as
the tungsten is presumably deposited
fro-m the vapour phase.

(ti) Hr,ghdr Voltage Cotled Cotl Pro-
Xector Lamps.

Of equal interest is the type
of lamp in which the usg of' a
coiled coil filament enables a com-
pact light source to be produced suit-
able for higher voltages than those
hitherto described under this section.
In tihis case the filament segments,
which may be only two or three in
number, are complete in themselves
and are welded or otherwise attiched
to rigid electrodes which serve as the
supports,as weII as the current carry-
ing leads. Such lamps are, of course,
developments fr,orn the coiled coil
general lighting service lamps in thatr
the stability of the filament on which
the success of the lamp depends has
been made of such an order 'as to
allow of self-supporting sections up
to 50 to 60 volts to be used. In one
design, in order to prevent the inter-
ference of objectional gas currents
the electrode connections to the fila-
ments are so arranged that the mini-
mum potential difterence occurs be-
tween adjacent ends. It' will be ap-
preciated that if two parallel coils are
seriesed from the same end the poten-
tial drop of each filament taken
singly will be doubled over the gas
space of perhaps only one or . two
millimetres at the opposite ends of the
filament where they are connected
to the electrodes. By seriesing two
such filaments by a conducting mem-
ber connected to alternate ends the
potential gradient across the elec-'
trode gap is limited to that across one
filament segment.

In the case of very high power
lamps where the optical reQuire-
ments would appear to be best satis-
fied by a coiled coil filament con-
struction, ithas been found convenient
to build up the filament from a
number of self-supporting sections.
For example. a 100-vott 5-kw. lamn
has been ionitructed by,seriesing fiv6
20-vo'It 1 kw. coiled coil filaments-. and
the arrangement can be made'such
that no further supporting means afe
necessary. Such a design lends itself
to the highest possible utilisation by

reducing to a minimum the obscura-
tion due to the supports..

(D) MuIII-FTLAMENT Leups.
In all the types of tungsten fiIa-

ment projector'lamps so far described
the current is carried by a single
condu'ctor coiled and Arranged in a
variety of ways .according to the re-
quirements of the particular design.
It thus follows that for a given volt-
age .a lamp of higher wattage will
require .a heavier tungsten wire than
a lamp of lower wattage. Certain
advantages accrue from this fact.
Notably, that the increased wire dia-
meter leads to improved mechanical
stability and to an increase in the
life of the filament designed for agiven efficiency. In general, the
latter advantage is given fb the user
in the form of an increased efficiency
for a given life. There is, however, a
corresponding disadvantage in that
the employment of ,a single conductor
to form the filament of a pnojector
lamp offers some degree of restric-
tion on the shape, size,',and form of
the filament unit which can be
achieved, having in mind the con-
sider,ations outlined in preceding sec-tions. With the biplane lamp
described in B (iii) above this dis-
advantage is reduced by arranging
alternate filament sections in parallel
planei in such a way that when the
complete unit is viewed from a direc-
tion at right angles to the planes of
the filament grid the spaces between
adjacent coils in the front plane are
largely filled by alternate coils in the
back p1ane. The various coil seg-
ments are part of a ,continuous helix
and therefore operate in series with
each,other. It is an essential feature
of all lamps of this tyoe that sufficient
clearance is allowed between the
variotrs coils to prevent the possibility
of ,a sfus11 'circuit occurring, either
initially or under the specified condi-
tions of use. If short circuiting does
occur an arc will prdbably be formed,
and in any case the lamp will fail
prematurely

Another consideration which affects
the design of all gas-fiIled tungsten
filament lamps is the clearance
nqcessary between high potential
points of the filament which are re-
quired to operate in close proximity
to each other. The actual clearances
which are used are a function of the
filament temperature, the nature and
pressure of the gas-filling, and the
potential difference which will exist
between adjacent points of the fila-
ment structure when the lamp is in
operation. Itre presence of minute
surface imptrrities on the filament
may also increese its emission ]ocally
and contribute to flash over unless
suitable precautions are taken both
in the design and manuf,acture of all
typgs of gasfilled lamps.

With tlhese considerations in mind,
. -6-

about a year ago the author evolved
a new design of fiIament structure
for low-voltage projector lamps
which has certain advantages over
the types hitherto described.

In the new lamp two or. more fila-
ment segments are mounted electric-
ally and mechanically in parallel.

i,,

Fig. II. I2-volt, 300-watt "solid source"
proiector lamp.

Adjacent
physi,cal
allowing
mum

-Fig. 12. Filament of l2-volt, 300-watt
" solid source " lamp in operation.



supDort was necessary if the filaments
weie suitablv designed and were
olaced in contact along their entire
ieneth. (See Figure 12.) This dis-
covery led to the quantitative investi-
eation of the effect of such an
Srrangernent of parallel filaments on
life, efficiency, cahdle powef {istribu-
tion. and maintenance. While in
praitice it is considered impossible to
brevent the occurrence of some cir-
iulatine current it has been estab-
lished t:hat with accurately made fila-
ments the effect of this is negligible.
It has been established that for manv
purposes the solid source lamp offers
marked advantages over other types
of projector lamp, particularly in the
improved ratio of the horizontal
candle power to the total luminous
output and the increased average
briAhtness of the filament unit and
thej increased brightness uniformity
which can be attained thereby. Sorhe
comparative figures are given in
Table VII.

Polar curves for a typical solid
source lamp of 12 volts 250 watts
rating, designed for 100 hours life, and
for a 12 volt 250 watt coiled coil pro-
jector lamp of similar designed life,
are shown in Figure 13.

It will be seen that in the direction
of ,use the solid sour,ce gives some
50 per cent. more flux than the lamp

with coiled coil filament formation as
a result of the de,creased emission of
light in unwanted directions. There
is some evidence that the use of
the closely packed filament units
in the solid sourbe lamp ldads
to a reduction in the amo'unt of
energy dissipated by convection and
eonduction in the surrounding gas.

I
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x
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TABLE VII.
Conrpenerlu Dere ron Corr,no Corr, Frr,e-
runrvr CoxsrnucrroN AND Sor,ro Sorrncn' CoNSTRucrroN.

This is a not unexpected result, and
it to 'some extent offsets any redr.lc-
tion in efficiency, due to the reduced
wire diameter required for the in-
dividual filaments of the group as
compared with that required for ,a

singie filament designed lor the same
wattage dissipation.

Theie effects are illustrated
graphically in Figure 14, in which the
average brightness and the luminous
efficiency ,are compared for a series of

Fis 14. Variation ol average filament
brightness with number of frlament coils

arranged in solid source formation.

lamps in which one, two, three fiIa-
menis. etc., are mbunted in solid
source formation, all the lamps being
measured at the same voltage. It will
be seen that with increase in the
number of coils forming the filament
the efficiency increases, together with
a more than proportionate increase in
the average brightness.

The solid source arrangement lends
itself to close ,control of filament
shape, which for'a given outxlut may
be rectangular or square, and within
limits may be designed lor different
areas without sacrificing the essential
feature of a high degree of uniformity
of brightness over the whole area.
Tlh6 optimum size of filament for a
given wattage and efficiency is a
function of the relationship between
the horizontal candle pow6r and the
brightness. As the total filament
area is reduced the brightness will in-
crease up to a maximum and then
begin to d-ecrease. This apparent
anomaly is due to the particuiar way
in which the projected-area of a solid
sour'ce filament group .can be modi-
fied, For a given single coil filament
the pitch of The helix can be ,altered
between about 1I5 per ,cent. and 190
per cent. ,of the wire diameter with-
out introducing difficulties. If there-
fore filaments are produced on a.con-
stant mandrel diameter a change in
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Fig. 13. Candlepower distribution,for,lft":fli.
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pitch wilt produce an. approximately
nrooortionate change ln average nla-
inent brightness. Beyond a certain^
noint. eiv-en above as a pitch ratio of
ioorox'imatelv 115 per cent., further
reductions in the projected area of the
filament in the direction of use can
oniv Ue made bv an increase in the
aia#reter of the rirandrel on which t'he
fiiament is woun'd. The effect of this
ir 

-'io - itt.t""se the emission of light
in non-effective directions and there-
fore to produce a net decrease in the
iverage- brightness for, a given
#atta'ge and dfficiencv. This interest-
ins efrect is illustraled in Figure 15'

Aoart from these general consider-
atio^nJ of lamp design which resulted
in the evoiutlon of the solid source
there are certain additional features
which. while generallv applicable, are
particularly uieful in connection wit'h
these new lamps.

The use of lnterrvs'I Mirrors.
In considering the inter-reiation of

proiector lamp design with that of the
hesien of the opticalsystem to be use.d
therewith. it is in general axromatlc
that the utilisation of the light muqt
be a maximum. This desirable result
may be achieved in two waYS:-
(a) Bv designing -the bright lieit!

source to give the maxtmum Ilgnt
flux within the effective solid
angle of collection of the oPtical
system.

(b) Bv re-directing the flux, issuing' fr6m the source in 'a 'direction
away from the oPtical system so
that" it is ultimatelY collected
thereby.

The principles underlying. the fi-rst
of these requirements have been dls-
cussed above. The second form the
subiect of the present section. It has
ioni been the- practice in slide pro-
iect"ors and similar instruments to fit
i mirror on the side of the lamp
remote from the condensing lens, the
obiect of which is to re-direct non-
eff"ective lieht back in the condenser.
In the case of an open grid tYPe of
fiIament .a correctly adjusted mirror
will produce an image of the filament
interlacing the filament itself and in
the same blane. This principle finds
its most efiective'use when the mirror
is made integral with the lamp bulb.
The mirror may be formed on the
outer surface of the lamp bulb by any
of the well-known silvering processes.
In the opinion of the author it is,
however,- preferable to develop the
mirror on- the inside surface of the
bulb. which in general should there-
fore have a spherical form. The
reason for this preference will be
understood by reference to Figure 16.

It will be seen that by accurate
location of the fllament unit relative
to the optical centre of the mirror
a filament image can be formed'in any desired position. For. ex-
ample, if the filament unit itself is

Fig. 16.

in the form of a rectangle the major
side of which has twice the length of
:the minor side, by arranging that tlhiq
rectangle lies to one side of and
touching the mirror axis the filament
imase and the fiIament itself will
merle together to form a square of
ligh[ which can be most efficiently
utilised by the optical system proper.
'Careful design of this type will enable
an 'increase in beam flux to be
obtalned of the order of 175 ner cent.
of that produced with a similar fiia-
ment operating at the centre of a
'clear bulb without a mirror. The
.spherical mirror on the bulb surface
may approach, but should not exceed,
a hemisphere. It may be formed by
the evaporation of aluminium in
vacuo, and mirrors of this type have a
very high reflectivity and stability.
A lamp embodying these principles is
shown in Figure 17.

It wil'l be seen that a group of fila-
ments in solid source formation is
arranged normal to the mirror axis
and offset from it in such a way that
an image ,of the filament group occurs

adiacent to the fiIaments themselves.
Th"e complete unit formed by the fiIa-
ments and their mirror images are
bisected by a line through the axis of
the mirroi. When used in conjunc-
tion with a deep parabolic reflector
the arrangemenf gives a verY high
utiiisation-of the total light emitted
by the ,lamp.

A development of a somewhat dif-
ferent nature was finalised in the
U.S.A. about 1938. It consisted of a
Iamp in which the bulb was made in
the 

-form oI a parabolic mirror, the
front glass of which consisted of a
refractbr unit. It was originallY
developed as a complete headtamp for
the motor industry with the object of
producing a sta'ndardised type of
beam to conform to certain agreements
feached in that country. It is outside
the scope of the present paper to dis-
cuss this sealed beam headlamp in
any detail. It is, however, a very
int-eresting exarnple of lamp-making
technique.

(E) Symmetrical Sources
All the types of higlh-brightness

tungsten filament lamps so far
described are designed to be used
with substantially unidirectional
optical systems. In such systems,
while the lamp and associated optical
gear are designed to give the maxi-
mum possible utilisation of the flux,
this flux is ultimately emitted in a
single desired direction, as, for ex-
ample, in the form of a searchlight
beam or in the form of a beam from
a projector lamp. According to the
nalure of the optical system employed
and the size of the source, as well as

. to the use dr otherwise of dispersing
systems in the light beam itself the
solid angle over which the flux is
emitted may be varied very consider-
ab'ly. There is, however, in general,
a definite directional characteristic
which may be described as the optical
axis of the complete arrangement.

An important group of bright light
sources, however, belong to a class
designed to emit their flux as uni-
formly as possible through 360 deg.
around the axis of the lamp. Such
sources find extensive use in iight-
houses, airway beacons, and for the
production of general floodlighting
effects. They have been the subject
of a considerable amount of develop-
ment work, not only in regard to the
lamps themselves, but also in regard
to the optical systems associated
therewith. The simplest example of
a lamp of this type is what is known

'as a bunch filament or elass " B " pro-
jector lamp. It consists of a grid fiIa-
ment not dissimilar to that employed
for the flat grid A1 projector, except
that the filament is mounted in such
a way as to lie on the surface of a
cylinder. A typical lamp is shown in

{

Fig. 17. l2-voh, 250-watt solid source
lamp, showing reflected image of filament

group,
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iieht distribution over at ieast 180
adg. of arc, and in some cases up to
270 deg. Over the remaining angle
the lieht flux is largely supplied by
segments of the filament unit on the
remote side of the lamp axis. There
is, therefore, some fa'lling off in
candle power in this direction. This
is inevitable, as it is essential for the
electrodes to have a certain minimum

Figure IB, and eome data'for a range
of these_toy _p-ower floodlights is
siven in Tabie VIII"- The design .of 'lamp shown in Figure
18 allows of a relativeiy uniform

.]'ABLE VIII,
Bl lrr,ooor,rel{r Pno,lncron Llrrps,

modiftcations oI the basrc types which
are oescrlDed.

(i) Parallel Filarnent Arrange-
ment.

(ii) Cruciform Filament.
(iii) Diffusing Medium.
The improved fiIament arrange-

ments which are to be described are
generally emp.loyed in lamps of
frlgher wattage tnan the range of 81
floodlightrng tamps mentioned above,
and tnrs results lrom two principle
considerations. The first is that tne
opticat systems with which these
Iamps are employed are generally of
mucn greater accuracy than the more
simple unrts used wrth the smaller
Iamps, and can therefore utilrse
lamps of improved light distriburion.
Secondly, the larger the tamp the
more generally teasible is it to rntro-
duce constructional methods, which
in low-power lamps wouid be
extremely complicated, and in some
cases cumbersome. The various
methods wiil therefore be described
j.n terms of lamps of 3 to 5 kw. rating,
although this by no means represents
the range over which the pnnciples
employed are normally applied.

(i) Peneunr, tr-rr,ervrsNr AineNcu-
tlrcrcr. In this construction the require-
ment of a symmetricar fliament
covering the surlace of a cyiinder and
the requirement of giving the maxi-
mum possible inter-electrode spacrng
are brought together by the use of
two filaments each dissipating half the
total wattage and each covering 180
deg. of the surface of a cylinder. In
very high power lamps this device
has been extended to give a balanced
loading on three-phase supplies by
arranging three Iilament segments
each occupying 120 deg. of arc, the
points of union of the three fiIaments
being brought out to three terminals
on the J.amp base. Ariother method of
achieving the same,result is to arrange
a series of filaments in parallel planes
around the surface of a cylinder. In
this case each individual filament may
be designed to dissipate only a small
proportion of the total wattage of the
lamp. While such an arrangement has
valuable properties for special pur-
poses it is necessarily of greater com-
plexity and therefore of less mechani-
ca,l rigidity than arrangements in
which the number of individual fila-
ment units is kept to the absolute
mlnlmum.
-(ii) Cnucrronrvr Frr,elnmNr. Among the
most elegalrt methods for producing a
substantially symmetrical Iight souice
the cruciform fiIament holds a high
pl?ge.^- It consists of two monoplanar
grid filaments arranged to bise-ct one
another at right angles. This construc-
tion lends itself to a rigid supporting
arrangement for each of the intersect,
ing grids and allows of considerable

-9-

latitude in the height/width ratio oI
each grid as the electrodes are at the
maximum distance apart. A photo-
graph of a typical B0 volt 3 kw. lamp
is shown in Figure 19. It will be
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Fig. 19. B0-volt, 3-l<w. cruciform filament
lamp.

noticed from this illustration, which is
of a lamp designed for cap down burn-
ing, that the filament unit is posi-
tioned below the cenke of the
sphericai portion of the bulb. Such an
arrangement gives an increased
candie-power maintenance over the
solid angie of collection of the asso-
ciated lens or mirror system within
which the lamp is designed to operate,
as the tungsten carrred upwards in
the convection stream during the life
of the lamp is deposited on the upper
regions of the bulb which lie outside
the effective angle of collection of the
optical system. While the cruciform
arrangement is advantageous from the
point of view of lamp design it still
leaves something to be desired from
the point of view of symmetry of light
distiibution through 360 dee. in" a
plane at right angles to the lamp axis.It is obvious from a consideration of
the arrangement that the polar curve
of light distribution in the plane of
use will ,rise to a maximum in the
four positions at which each filament
is normal to the angle of test. For
many purposes, however, the disad-
vantage of such variations in light flux
are olfset by the general attractive-
ness of the design. In some cases,
however', a greater measure of bright-
ness uniformity is desirable combined
with a larger light source than can be
achieved with any degree of unifor-
mity with a tungsten grid filament
formation. For such purposes an ex-
perimental arrangement has' been

.'.:' :: l-"
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Fis 18. B0-volt, 4,kw. bunch filanent
projector lamp.

spacing to plevent the possibility of
flash-over occurring. While for many
purposes the flux distribution of this
simple form of all-round source is
entirely satisfactory, there are cases
in which a modified distribution of
light is desirable. Various designs
have been produced, the object of
which is to give an improved light
distribution through 360 deg. Of
these, three types "will be de5cribed
by way of example. It must be
lruderstood, however. that no attempt
is being made to c'atalogue all tfie
types of tungsten filament projector
Iamps whictr, while not without
intrinsic merit, genelaily represent
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produced which is described below
under the heading Diffusing Medium.

(iii) DmrusrNc MEDTUM' In this
arrangement anY suitable flIament
forrnation is ar'ranged within a diffus-
ing refraetory cylinder of high trans-
miision. By this means the "urface
of the cylinder may bdcome the
virtual source providing that the de-
gree of diffusion is sufficienl.lv high.
With increased diffusivitY t ''b aP-
parent size of the source is materially
increased and of course, its av-erage
fiiehineis is proportionatelv reduced.
With proper design it can be arranged
that the convection stream from the
flliment carries the evaporated tung-
sien through the cylinder, .causing.it
to deposit on the upper regtons ot the
bulb.- The effect is therefore to pro-
vide the equivalent of a light source
mounted iri a diffusing bulb of much
smaller dimensions than could be ob-
ili"ed by means other than those
described.

The lamp with diffusing cYli4der
has perhaps only a limited field of
usefritness. as there is necessarily a
ceitain lo6s of efficiencv due to ab-
sorotion at the surface of the diffusing
medium. It is, however, an interesting
development. as the brightness unifor-
rnitv can be made higher than that
posiible with the unscreened tungsten
iilament, or higher than can be Pro-
duced with a discharge IamP source
of comparable size.

Conclusion

It is to be hoped that in this general
sulvey of tungsten filament projector'
lamps enough detail has been given to
enable the trend of recent develop-
ments to be appreciated' Some of
these developments have occurred
concurrentlv with advances in bright
lieht sourc6s of the discharge type
an'd lt is hoped to Present a further
paper on this subjeCt in the not too
distant future.

APPENDIX
I am indebted to the Director of

Scientific Research, Admiralty, for per-
mission to include some comparative
performance data on high-brightness
tungsten fllament lamps operating in
precision signalling lanterns. It must
be understood that this data shows the
results of the effective combination of
lamps and optical projection systems.

The lamps used for these tests were
developed in collaboration with the
Admiralty, and embody some of the
orinciples discussed in the preceding
sectio;s.

In the case of the solid source lamps
it is of interest to note that this develop-
ment emerged from considerations of a
somewhat cbgnate problem put up by the
Admiralty. Once the underlying prin-
ciple of fhe solid source lamp had been
eslablished the Jurther development
work was greatly faeilitated by the keen
interest naid by the Admiralty to its
application to a variety of lamp types

RI 4i B'taru"t L""rt"n
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which were of importance jn their own
development work,

Only comparative results are given,
and they indicate the magnitude of the
gain which results from functionai lamp
design in relation to the optical system.

'A' refers to a lamp with an inter-
nal aluminised mirror. Corresponding
beam curves are shown in Figs. A1, A2,
and A3 respectively.
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